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PRESS RELEASE SEPTEMBER 2019  SACS MARQUISE PARIS

The Marquise Paris bags have the French 
elegance of their creator, Elisabeth BUSSON. 

You need a highly educated woman, full of creativity and guts to instigate a breakthrough 
in this competitive world of luxury leather goods. Before Elisabeth became a creator of these 

bags, she nurtured her artistic sensitivity in the world of interior decoration from her 
magnificent boutique in Place de la Madelaine in Paris where she had devoted herself 

more widely to the writers and artists in that area. 

One day Elisabeth decided to design and 
custom make a unique bag for herself !!

Wanting something completely out of the ordinary, 
she simply decided to create this bag herself !!

Everywhere she went she was congratulated and eagerly 
questioned as to where she had bought her bag, only for 
them to find out that the bag was designed and made by 
Elisabeth herself and therefore a completely unique piece. 
Elisabeth Busson gave into the demands and ended up by 
selling this first bag and then made five others which also 
sold instantly, so the brand was born. 

According to Elisabeth the key factor to success was the 
question she asked herself
“Why are luxury brands so conventional?”  

And from this simple question, she created the exclusive 
brand Marquise Paris. A dynamic universe was founded on 
revamping the traditional codes with unique creative designs 
and range of fashion and disruptive colours.

Just as an ‘object d’art’ each bag has it’s own story, 
each model gives to it’s owner a unique personality 
and a distinctive character.  

Elisabeth Busson, with 
a little wink to the 
practical also thought 
to integrate a little 
light into each of her 
bags!
 
Finally, each Marquise 
Paris bag is wrapped 
in fabric and 
fastened with a pretty 
ribbon – an extra little 
pleasure!
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Designed in France, made by hand, the Marquise Paris collections are 
individually made with complete attention to detail.

The refinement and originality 
of a hand bag

Les thèmes des sacs  :
• Horses and their riders
• Rural lifes
•Panthers & tigers
• Voltaire and Parisienne life
• Exotic parrots
• Scenes of Paris
• Manuscripts 
• Holograms
• Zebra

Marquise Paris bags
are made only of the best materials, 

calf’s skin, suede, linen and images printed 
onto hi-tec fibre.
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The silk scarves 
created by Marquise 
Paris are hemmed by 
hand with beautiful 
saddle stictching.

The scarves bring a singular refinement and 
can be elegantly coordinated with you 
Marquise Paris bag.  

The combination of colours, the selection of 
fabric, these creations Marquise Paris are the 
same as an object d’art, representing a story 
that gives everyone that wears them 
exceptional personality and a distinctive 
character and each bag is completely original.  
 
Such diversity gives each bag it’s unique 
character.
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Munich
Münster
Ravensburg
Rottach Egern
Sankt Augustin
Schwerin
Starnberg
Stuttgart
Timmendorfer Strand
Westerland Sylt
Wiesbaden

ITAY
Bologne
Cagliari ( Sardaigne )
Capri
Naples
Venise

 

NETHERLANDS
Sankt Gerlach Valkenburg
 
UK
Edimburgh
Londres

SWITZERLAND
Bad Ragaz
Bern
Brig
Chur
Lugano
Neuchâtel
Sion
Vevey
Villars sur Ollon 
Yverdon
Zermatt

FRANCE
Aix les Bains
Angoulême
Annonay
Avignon
Barbizon
Baux de Provence 
(Hôtel Oustau de Beaumanière )
Bayeux
Belfort
Bergerac
Biarritz
Blois
Bourges
Brive la Gaillarde
Cabourg
Carhaix
Chalon/Saône
Chateauroux
Compiègne
Dieppe
Dinard
Fécamp
Gerardmer (Grand Hotel & Spa)
Gordes (Hôtel Les Bories )
Granville
Haguenau
La Clusaz
La Grande Motte
Laon
Lamotte Beuvron
La Rochelle

Le Mans
Le Pin aux haras
Le Touquet
L’Isle Adam
Lons le Saunier
Lyon
Maison Laffitte
Mégève (Hôtel Flocons de sel )
Meru (Musée de la nacre)
Metz
Montbéliard
Mont de Marsan
Moulins
Nancy
Nantes
Narbonne
Nice (Hotel Negresco)
Orléans
Périgueux 

Perros Guirec
Poitiers
Pontarlier 
Rambouillet
Remiremont
Roanne
Rodez
Royan
Saint Amand Montrond
Saint Jean de Luz
Saint Lô
Saint Paul de Vence (Fondation 
Maeght) 
Saint Quentin
Saint Rémy de Provence
Sète
Soissons
Thionville
Toulouse
Vonnas (Georges Blanc)

EUROPE

GERMANY
Baden Baden
Bad Hersfeld
Bad Reichenhall
Bergish Gladbach
Bocholt
Bonn
Braunschweig
Düren
Ettlingen
Flensburg
Francfort
Fulda
Göppingen
Grünwald
Hanovre
Hof
Kampen Sylt
Kassel
Krefeld
Koblenz
Leipzig
Lübeck
Minden
Moers
Montabaur

Selling locations

To place your order, make your payments and arrange the method of delivery: 
elisabusson@gmail.com to organize orders, payments and delivery methods by

 visiting his website: www.marquiseparis.com

Press Relations

Brigitte Baranes Conseil

Brigitte Baranes - 75116 Paris

Mob: 00.33.(0)6.08.18.17.16.

www.bbconseil-communication.com/

www.linkedin.com/in/brigitte-baran%C3%A8s-52a03812/

www.facebook.com/BRIGITTE-BARANES-CONSEIL-327707793074/

Marquise Paris
Elisabeth Busson
Mob: +33 (0)6 76 88 49 24 
www.marquiseparis.com

www.facebook.com/Marquise-1494153344226537/
www.instagram.com/marquise_paris/


